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With the mixture of smooth and sharp angles, this classic car is not only unique and cool-looking, it's great practice for your drawing skill. In this section, we'll show you how to draw this classic car. You can draw it freehand while looking at your computer controller, or you can print out this page to get a closer look at each
step. Advertising Here, we will show you an illustration of each step and then give you a description of how to draw it. Follow the red lines in each illustration to learn exactly what to draw at this stage. The lines are mapped in previous steps shown in Gray. Bench for the main part of the body, draws a large rectangle that
doesn't quite end. On the top of his half right, form a rectangle with a left end slanted to form the driver's side window. Above it, add a long thin rectangle that invaded to the roof's back. Use a small gandi box to form the windshield. Set a straight line from the end of the wind at the front end of the car in order to form the
triangular tires. Draw two circles for the wheels. Place an incomplete circle inside the large rectangle for the spare tire. Advertisers add a curve line to the roof of the car. To form the tires, draw a circle inside the front and rear wheels with an infinite circle inside spare tire. Add curve lines around the wheels and on the
bottom of the car to form the running board and fender. Advertising ads hubcaps of each of the three tires by designing a circle in a larger circle. Use straight line and curve to form the front grid and the roof support columns as shown here. Place advertising four straight line short front tire to spare. Use a few straight
lines and curves to form the doors. Draw small thin rectangles for door handles. Add an L-down figure that forms for the ball behind. Advertise Sketch above the mold using four straight lines and one small curve line on the top part of the body. Finish the trunk area and rear diner using straight line and curve. Dark tires,
running charts, top side windows, and part of the running area. Draw a line right below the dark side areas of the side windows. Advertisement car designs you finish! Even if you don't get it right the first time, keep practical until you're happy with your designs. If you like cars, you like the Corvette. Learn how to draw a
Corvette to the next article. See all how to draw items. Tanker cars are part of each freight train, liquid fluid at its destination. Use our easy instructions to draw your own tanker machine. In this article, we will show you how to draw the tank car above. Either draw it freehand while looking at your computer controller or
printing out this page to get a closer look at each step. Advertisers follow the red lines in each illustration to learn exactly what to draw at this stage. lines are mapped in previous steps shown in gray. Here, we will show you an illustration of each step and then give you a description of how to draw it. Are you ready to
start? Head over to the next page for the first step. Content Draws a long, thin rectangle for the base of the tank machine. On top, add a curve rectangle on both ends. Sketch two corners below the base to create the wheel supports. We will add the wheels onto the next page. Add a large circle on one side of the tank.
Draw a corner shape at the top of the tank center. On the next page, we'll learn how to draw the tank support. Advertisers sketch two half circles with a rounded-off rectangle in the circle on the side of the car. Add rectangle for details on top of the tank and side. Draw two thin, vertical rectangles on both ends of the tank
to brace them. Finish them with an arrow triangle. Draw a racing shape at each end of the car. These shapes seem like at the end of a barrel. Add a spin wheel in front of the car. In the next page, we'll add some details about the tank. Advertising Draw a curve shape adds dimensions to the top structure. Add a long, thin
bar that split the tank into two. Add two extended curve bars up from the tank support. Draw a ladder at the car center. Finish with two axle structures by the wheels. We almost do! Head over to the next page to learn how to add their final touch. Advertisers Draw the pencil lines you want to keep with a stink-tip pen.
Erase any extra line. Your tanker machine is ready to haul some machandji. When coloring your tracks, try mixing different colors together. This will help make your design look more realistic. Advertise pick up the speed with our next project. In the next article, learn to draw a bullet train. See all how to draw items.
Automakers think buying their car in love with slick connected car features, such as buying a song you just heard or update your Facebook status while they pack. Not so. Most often, drivers and passengers want mainstream features that get them to their destinations faster and then find a place to pack. The top five
driver requests today are on-demand real-time traffic information, updates on maps, real time and news, real-time parking parking gain, and drive evaluation/coaching. This is a defining year for the auto industry [and] the connected car, said Thilo Koslowski, VP for Automotive at the Gartner Technology Consultant,
speaking at the Consumer Telematics Show in Las Vegas the day before CES opened. You will see many examples [of CES] in the connected machine become the main innovative of mobile and IOT [Innovation things] innovation. It's about how the car is connected to the future of the other pieces of our daily life. This is
the Internet of or IOC. Why drivers want ratings and coachThe top five drivers want for connected-car technologies to come out of a 2014 Gartner study. They underscore that most drivers want the things that get you from A to B to P (parking) faster. The outlier is driver and coaching assessment: You get cheaper
insurance if you plug in an Insurer Progressive Insurance Snapshot to connect the vehicle's diagnostic (OBDC) and give up some of your privacy in exchange for being monitored. You drive more conciliately and get cheaper rates. For some risky drivers, this may be the difference between no insurance and insurance.
The OnStar Telematics GM system just hopes on the bandwagon and performs the monitoring without the need of outlets in a connect. This is in conjonction with Progressive. Other insurance companies also offer driver assessments. The coaching party includes detection of mercedes-Benz drivers and others, as well as
the feedback of lane departure warnings, blind spot detection, and adaptive cruise controls, effectively telling the driver, not doing so, OK? Under the twaAccording of the same Gartner study of US drivers in 2014, smaller wants to connect driving features to in-car social network options, in-car purchase media, and
downloads applications directly from the machine. In other words, buy car care less about flashy features that only a few might use or what automakers see as a recurring recurring stream. They should make cars sell their money, by promoting Taylor Swift downloads. Other cars connecting trendsThere are
approximately 25 million cars connected today worldwide, with this number expected to grow 150 million in 2020. In comparison, there are 7 billion Internet of Things connected now, and there should be 30 billion in 2020. With these numbers in mind, here are other key trends discussed at Consumer Telematics
Show.Microsoft's self-driving car-driven car to continue to move forward. Volvo and Audi were quoted will win this year's important announcement. That noted, the fully autonomous vehicle is still years off. The overall drivers are nervous about cost and giving up the vehicle's control, but making the block block
experiences the self-driving tools available now – adaptive cruise controls, warning departure lines and lines keep assist, blind spot detection – will make motoristres more comfortable with the next time. But prices had to come down. One of the key sensors, a road scan, used to cost $80,000; now it's down to $8,000 but
only one piece of the equation and $8,000 is still not a rounding mistake on the price of the car. Devices that connect to the car have promise, but it's not clear exactly how much is promise and how much is hope someone can make money in it. A wristwatch with Bluetooth could connect to your smartphone and remotely
unlock or start you but thy phone could do so, too. The tight app should be biometrics, Something that monitors your heartbeat, said Vijitha Chekuri, a machine solutions director connected to Lochbridge.There's mixed views on how many buyers are willing to spend for integrated modem in cars. They have stronger
signals, they're still available, and they're getting cheaper. A 3G device installed today might not work with the cellular infrastructure in 10 years. We need to continue connecting modem to the car, said Peter Vir, chief technology officer connected to apps at Jaguar Land Rover. Clearly, $50,000 car is a more fertile market
except the GM where the push is placed 4G forbidden in each car. Kia said its K900 premium sedan - $60,000 Kia - because its buyer's demographic type is integrated. Plus, said the Jaguar Vir: 'We need to [integrate] connect, the other things I'm drivering my car? Now Read: Intel Computer Bats Transform Any HDMI
Screen Into A Computer Desktop SLUG BUG!!!! THAT BAD HURTS YOU. OMG let me know what you think about that. Only positive comments please.i don't like to comment mean :(thanks!!!! comments :(thanks!!!!
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